Professional activities of an Olympic martial sports trainer
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Abstract. The aim of the study was to determine the importance of basic professional activities of a trainer in Olympic martial sports, defining the differences between trainers’ opinions and discovering the main groups of activities characteristic for a given martial sport. Methods and Resources. Opinions of 37 trainers with many years of experience in boxing (n=11), Olympic taekwondo (n=13) and wrestling (n=13) were collected via a questionnaire composed of 20 activities, to which respondents allocated a rank from 1 to 4. Results. The most important activities of an Olympic martial sports were managing the technical, tactical and physical preparation of a trainee. Boxing and taekwondo trainers’ opinions were very alike (rsp=0.78; p<0.001). On the other hand, the greatest discrepancies between views were found in taekwondo and wrestling trainers (rsp=0.01; p>0.05). The most important professional activities created various clusters depending on the specifics of a martial sport. Conclusions. Hierarchization of the basic professional activities of a trainer showed consistency in the most important ones, and discrepancies between those defined as less important. Opinions of the trainers in sports similar in terms of the combat techniques were similar. Three martial sports trainers differed in the way they perceived the importance of directing their trainees during sports competitions. The groups of professional activities of a trainer differ between boxing, taekwondo and wrestling.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s sport, having the status of an Olympic discipline is nobilitating, but at the same time requires continuous seeking optimum training solutions. It requires from the trainers to constantly upgrade knowledge, skills of inductive and deductive reasoning, courage for experimenting with the training technology. Combat sports were the essence of Olympic struggle for ages, because of their utilitarian values and emotions accompanying sports fights. The historical training methods not always meet the requirements and expectations of the 21st century people. All trainers’ activities in a longstanding training process may be defined by 20 basic professional activities. The group of activities was developed nearly 30 years ago [1], but it still remains valid. Combat sports, though classified into one group because of their rivalry characteristics, differ substantially by combat techniques, tactics and the profile of motor preparation [2,3,4,5,6]. There are approx. 300 variations of hand-to-hand combat worldwide, and among them are sports with the Olympic status. Competing at the highest level requires optimal measures for developing the highest physical form in a defined timeframe. Professional
activities of a trainer are of various importance, and learning their structure enables more thorough planning of the training process, as well as rational problem solving. Professional activities and expertise of trainers were surveyed by Bujak i wsp. [7,8], Januszewski and Sterkowicz [9], Sterkowicz [10,11], Sterkowicz i wsp. [12].

The aim of their research was to determine the importance of specific professional activities of boxing, taekwondo and wrestling trainers, discovering the differences in opinions between trainers in totally distinct combat sports, and classifying the main groups of professional activities that characterize a particular combat discipline.

**METHODS**

Opinions of boxing (n=11), Olympic taekwondo (n=13) and wrestling (n=13) trainers were collected - tab.1. Respondents had many years of experience as trainees (from 10 to 19 years), were experienced as trainers (7-12 years) and had documented successes of their trainees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Boxing (n=11)</th>
<th>TKDO (n=13)</th>
<th>Wrestling (n=13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>35.9 ± 11.5</td>
<td>30.3 ± 7.1</td>
<td>39.6 ± 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience as trainees (years)</td>
<td>9.8 ± 5.4</td>
<td>16.8 ± 7.6</td>
<td>18.9 ± 6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience as trainers (years)</td>
<td>9.5 ± 6.9</td>
<td>6.8 ± 5.2</td>
<td>11.5 ± 5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A questionnaire developed by Tumanian [1] and modified by Sterkowicz et al. [9] was used. The questionnaire contained a list of 20 basic professional activities of a trainer, to which respondents allocated ranks 1 to 4, where 1 is very important, 2 - important, 3 - less important and 4 - unimportant.

For the analysis, selected statistics were used: median values were calculated, standard deviation (SD), weighted average for each activity arranging them on a positioning scale (cv), similarities in opinions were measured by calculating the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rsp), groups of activities were determined with the use of cluster analysis by Ward’s Method.

List of 20 basic professional activities of a trainer includes:
1. Managing physical preparation
2. Managing tactical preparation
3. Managing technical preparation
4. Managing volitional preparation of trainees
5. Managing theoretical preparation of trainees
6. Managing trainees during competitions
7. Controlling a training process and the state of a trainee’s body
8. Supervising the progress of trainees at school
9. Organising and refereeing competitions
10. Organising sports camps
11. Organising educational work in a group
12. Organising the process of recovery and relaxation
13. Planning the process of preparing trainees
14. Improving the trainees’ propriety
15. Conducting scientific and methodological research
16. Keeping record and reporting
17. Recruiting and selecting candidates to training groups
18. Preparing instructors and referees
19. Solving organizational problems related to training
20. Providing first aid

RESULTS

According to the opinions of boxing trainers, the most important professional activities are three types of trainee preparation: technical (rank 1), tactical (rank 2) and physical (rank 3). As the least important respondents ranked preparing instructors and referees, organizing and refereeing competitions and keeping records and reporting (figure 1). Respondents were unanimous in judging the importance of technical preparation (cv=0%), but allocated totally distinct ranks for managing the theoretical preparation of a trainee (cv=56%).

Figure 1. The importance of professional activities of a boxing trainer
Taekwondo trainers ranked managing the tactical preparation of a trainee as the most important in training process (figure 2). Equally important was managing the technical and physical preparation. The least important was organizing and refereeing sports competitions (rank 19) and supervising the progress of trainees at school (rank 18). The smallest differences in trainers’ opinions were in organizing and refereeing competitions (cv=23%), but the greatest differences were found in theoretical preparation of trainees (cv=41%).

Wrestling trainers allocated the highest ranks to managing technical and tactical preparation of wrestlers (figure 3). As the activities of little or no importance they classified controlling the training process and the state of a trainee’s body (rank 20), as well as recruiting and selecting candidates to training groups (rank 18). They unanimously allocated rank 1 to technical and tactical preparation. Wrestling trainers differed the most in their views on the importance of managing volitional preparation of trainees (cv=57%).

Figure 2. The importance of professional activities of an Olympic taekwondo trainer
The greatest differences between boxing and taekwondo trainers’ opinions were found in the activity of providing first aid (10 ranks difference), preparing instructors and referees (8 ranks difference) and managing volitional preparation of trainees (6 ranks difference) – figure 4. Nevertheless, in general opinions of boxing and taekwondo trainers were very similar (rsp=0.78; p<0.001).

The greatest differences between boxing and wrestling trainers were found in their views on the importance of controlling a training process and the state of a trainee’s body (14 ranks difference), organizing and refereeing competitions and improving the trainees’ propriety (11 ranks difference). The general concurrence of opinions was low (rsp=0.13; p>0.05).

Taekwondo and wrestling trainers differed substantially (13 ranks difference) in terms of their views on controlling a training process and the state of trainee’s body, recruiting and selecting candidates, and conducting scientific and methodological research. They differed considerably in their views on the importance of basic professional activities of a trainer (rsp=0.01; p>0.05).
Cluster analysis revealed three distinct groups of activities in boxing (figure 5). The first was composed of 10 most important activities, the second and third group each included 5 activities believed to be less important.

In Olympic taekwondo, professional activities created a structure of 4 clusters, containing from 2 to 10 objects with various distances between their joinings (figure 6).
In wrestling, the activities formed two clusters containing 11 important activities (rank 1 to 11) and 9 less important or not important activities (figure 7).

**DISCUSSION**

The domination of professional activities related to technical, tactical and physical preparation of trainees shouldn’t be surprising, taking into account the specifics of martial sports. Similar
results were achieved by Sterkowicz [12] while surveying ju-jitsu and karate trainers. Concurrent opinions were expressed by judo [11], Brazilian jiu-jitsu (bjj) and taekwon-do ITF version [7,8] trainers. Thus, we can assume that technical-tactical and motor preparation constitute fundamental and common areas of trainers’ professional activities in martial sports. Surprising may be the low rank allocated to volitional preparation by boxing (rank 11) and wrestling (rank 16) trainers, because participating in training sessions and competitions in itself exemplifies strong volition, providing a psychological workout. But trainers do not pay much attention to this aspect of training. Managing trainees during competitions, understood as seconding (trainer’s activities before, during and after a fight), to the greatest extent differentiated boxing (rank 14), taekwondo (rank 10) and wrestling (rank 5) trainers, even though it was highly recognized by Mix Martial Arts and taekwon-do ITF trainers (ranks 4 and 7), thus trainers in sports with distinct combat rules. Managing the physical preparation of a trainee was allocated an identical rank from all Olympic martial sports trainers. Taekwondo trainers haven’t ranked any of the 20 basic professional activities as not important, and wrestling trainers allocated identical ranks to technical and tactical preparation. Basic professional activities of a trainer formed various clusters for particular martial sports. The clusters of the most similar activities suggest their impact on the trainees’ preparation process in the context of sports rivalry specifics in boxing, taekwondo and wrestling.

CONCLUSION

1. Technical-tactical and motor preparation are dominant in Olympic martial sports.
2. The activities ranked as the least important were different for each Olympic martial sport.
3. The greatest discrepancies between opinions related to managing trainees during sports competitions.
4. Learning the meaning of basic professional activities of a trainer allows for distinguishing sports with different fighting techniques and rivalry rules.
5. The results of the research indicate the main emphasis that is put in the contents of training programs for training staff in various martial sports.
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